
MODEL SODA PYGMY 25 green line 
COOLING OUTPUT OF 20-25 L/HOUR

Soda water maker SODA PYGMY 25 GREEN LINE is 
a professional cooler designed for producing chilled 
soda water by mixing H2O and CO. It is designed for 
undercounter placement and connection to a bar 
dispense tower or external valve. This practical machine 
is suitable for use in offices, restaurants or production 
plants. Output of up to 25 litres of perfectly chilled soda 
water per hour makes the soda water maker the ideal 
choice for universal use.

 OUTPUT - this machine can produce up to 25 l of perfectly chilled sparkling or 
still water per hour.

 GREEN LINE - SODA PYGMY 25 is produced in GREEN LINE design.

 MOBILITY - the unit features two handles for easier and safer handling.

 EQUIPMENT - the machine is equipped with a thermostat, allowing precise 
regulation of beverage temperature.

ADVANTAGES AND FUNCTIONAL 
CHARACTERISTICS OF LINDR SODA 
WATER MAKERS:

GREEN LINE - LINDR GREEN LINE
technology is environmentally friendly 
thanks to the use of eco-friendly refrigerant 
R-290. We have also introduced an energy 
saving system in the production. This cooler 
achieves 20% higher energy efficiency 
and 20% lower energy consumption.
LINDR COOLING TECHNOLOGY - is always 
more powerful than its electric input power.
DESIGN AND SERVICING - the modern 
design of LINDR cooling technology ensures 
ease of access for potential servicing and 
maintenance.
PERFORMANCE, QUALITY, DIMENSIONS - 
best performance/quality/dimensions ratio.



available custom modification options
choice of taps

stainless STEEL SCREWING - g 5/8“

backlit panel

power cable plug

Note
Selected models are also available in 115 V/60 Hz or 220 V/60 Hz voltage.
Other custom modifications are also available (contact us).
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product model

Cooling power of the compressor (HP)

Cooling power of the compressor (W)

MAXIMum cooling capacity TO 0°C / TK 45°C (L/HOur)

continous cooling performance (L/HOur)

Thermal gradient ΔT (°C)

air cOMPRESsOR (BAR)

number of cooled beverages (pcs)

number/ lenght of cooling coils (M)

Power (W)

amperage(A)

net weight(KG)

TYPe of refrigerant

voltage

water/ co₂ connection- SPEEDFIT FITTINGS
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